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Domenico Feti. And he knows a deuce of a lot. He saved me
from buying an alleged oil painting in the style of Poussin by
suspecting that it was merely painted on an engraving. The
dealer, who was quite honest, took the backing to pieces and
we all examined it, and it was painted on an engraving. Last
night's was a mixed dinner — I really believe the first I have
been to in Dublin.
Dublin, August
Yesterday I went to see George Russell (M.) in the morning at
Plunkett House — 3rd floor, editorial offices of The Homestead.
Susan Mitchell there as sub-editor. Russell very untidy.
Longish beard. Gleaming glasses. He said he could not
stand the dullness of the walls. So he had given 4 after-
noons to painting the whole of them with figures and land-
scapes.
Russell said he had said to Yeats that Moore's " Hail and
Farewell " was the finest biography Yeats would ever have.
Dublin, August
Yesterday morning with O'Connor and Bodkin to National
Gallery, where James Stephens is Registrar. A little thin man,
untidy, strange accent, with a continuous flow of ideas and
fancies. He said " ' The O.W. Tale ' was ' It ', but ' The Pretty
Lady ' was ' itter * ", and he put it at the top of all modern
fiction. (On the other hand, a society journalist at the Races
in the afternoon said to someone, who told me, that Elinor Glyn
would have given the story ' a more human touch '.) Stephens
seemed to me to be a stronger man than I had thought. He
said that anybody who re-wrote Doyle's detective stories from
the standpoint of psycho-analysis would make a vast fortune.
He gave me further tips about plots in Irish literature. Then
we saw a few pictures in the Gallery, and then off somewhere
else to see young Clarke's stained glass. Then lunch at Dolphin,
and O'C. and I joined X. and wife and friend for Phoenix Park.
X. is a solicitor, with 7 children, goes racing, lives very well,
keeps his mother, and hires autos on contract. O'Connor said
he made £1,600 a year. The mystery of how Irish people cut
the dash they do is very deep. They must be improvident.
Racing a gay sight. Vast crowds. Much money lost as the
starting prices are an organised swindle. In .one race there
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